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Abstract 

Tlie problem of hadronic loop effects in baryon spcctro-
scopy is thoroughly discussed. It is argued that such effects 
very likelyconatitute tho dominant contribution to the observed 
splitting and mixing pattern of the (56,0+) and (70,1") 
baryon multiplets. In particular, this dominance is demon¬ 
strated in the original Io^ur-Karl—Koniuk model of baryons, in 
which hadronic loops are shown to provide an explanation for 
at least 2/3 of the observed size of splittings, both for 
the ground-state and excited baryons, Tłie unitarity-induccd 
mixing angles in the (70,1 )-multiplet are also shovn to be in 
good agreement with experiment. For the ground-state iiaryons 
the formula relating 2Lt — /\ end Za~"J\» mass diffnrences-
- 8S originally derived by de itujula, Georgi end Glashow froi:; 
the single gluon exchange - is obtained from the hadronic loop 
effects as well. This (and other) results are derived after 
t.aking into account a complete set of symmetry-related 
hadronic loops. Consideration of such a complete sot of sym¬ 
metry-related processes is shown to bo crucial in restoring 
proper symmetry properties of the calculated spectrum. 
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Introduction 

Twenty years ago the idea of hadron constituents [1-3] 

met with strong opposition from the prevailing dogma of nuclear 

democracy and the associated "bootstrap" description of dynam¬ 

ics [^,5]. Today, most theoretical physicists accept the exist¬ 

ence of pointlike quarks within hadrons and QCD is generally 

believed to be the correct theory of strong interactions. 

The struggle between the nuclear democracy approach and 

the idea of quarks as fundamental constituents of hadrons was 

in the beginning extremely difficult for the quark adherents. 

Indeed, G, Zweig was even unablo to publish his well-known and 

nowadays so often quoted preprints [1] . ;/hen the quark dogma 

finally prevailed many of the ideas connected with the boot¬ 

strap approach havo ijeon disregarded, ignored or simply forgot¬ 

ten. 

Today, the notions of the unitarity and analycity of the 

3-raatrix at tho hadronic level do not play the dominant role 

any longer. The interest has shifted to the quark-fluon Irvol 

of the descriptions of hadrons. Clearly, unitarity still has 

to be and - in this way or another - is taken into account. At 

the quark-gluon level it generates quark- and gluon- loop 

diagrams. Such diagrams fall into two classes; 

1) perturbative quark and gluon loops which ore usually ab¬ 

sorbed into a running coupling constant and 

2) nonperturbative quark vand gluon} loops the description of 

which is related to the confinement effects and hence to the 



old hadronic level. 

Although both classes of loop diagrams can be important 

in principle current modela - with a few exceptions - neglect 

second class diagrams. The reason for this neelect is clears 

the corresponding nonperturbative effects are very difficult 

to calculate from the first principles. Despite this negloct, 

good agreement with experiment can bo achieved. This is usu¬ 

ally taken as an evidence that the contribution from the non¬ 

perturbative regime, or equivalently froro hadronic loop ef¬ 

fects is indeed smnll and negligible. The aim of this paper is 

to show within a phenomcnolo{;i cal model that this neglect is 

unjustified and that hadronic loop effects are very likely 

dominant as long tts the siire ^radiusj of hadrons is less than 

»w . 7 - »S fin. The importance of such hadronic self-energy con¬ 

tributions in the spectrum of hadrons was pointed out by sev¬ 

eral authors raany years ago already [5-0j• However, it has 

allways been difficult to calculate such effects in a reliable 

way. In fact the mesonic end baryonic sectors or hadron spec— 

Croscopy seem to differ in this reliability. Indeed, if the 

hadronic cloud is approximated by a purely mesonic cloud and 

if the self-energy effects are large - the two sectors are 

significantly different. The mesonic sector seems less compli¬ 

cated but is in fact loss"reliable since the very quantities 

which are modified by the unitarity effects (.e.g. meson mas¬ 

ses ; enter into the description of the cloud itself. The 

baryonic sector, on the other hand, is more complicated but 

also nore reliable since masses of the cloud s mesons may be 



from the boginning put equal to their experimental values. Even 

In the models totally neglecting hadronic cloud the meson spec-

troscopy is considered relatively uncertain (see [9], preface), 

especially for light quarks. Although recently some claims have 

been n>»cU {\ol that mesons can also be succeafully described 

by simple QGD-insplrod models with no hadronic cloud contribu¬ 

tion - such claims are presumably overoptimistic. 

Since the hadronic loop effects in the meson sector have 

already been discussed [11] in the approach which is also used 

here - the scope of this paper is restricted to the more reli¬ 

able baryon sector,Nonetheless, a short recapitulation of the 

results obtained in the meson sector will be given at the be¬ 

ginning of Section 11,2. Furhermore I limit myself to the ba¬ 

ry on 3 made up of light (u,d,e) ' quarks for which there exist 

nowadays very succesful simple phenomonologxcal modols disre¬ 

garding hadronic cloud. In this paper it is demonstrated that 

despite significant symmetry breaking in the pattern of meson 

masses the symmetries of mesonic cloud contribution should be 

compatible with those present in such models. Furthermore, tho 

meson-cloud induced symmetry breaking effects in the baryonic 

spectrum are very similar, to those observed experimentally and 

succesfully explained in such phenomenological models. One can 

therefore understand why a good agreement with experiment 

could be achiwed in such models even though within those 

models the neglect of hadronic loop effects is not Justified. 

The standard baryon spectroscopy is based today on 



quarks and on vary simple, phenomenological potential models, 

tacitly ignoring any influence the decay channels could have 

on the spectrum itself. Ttie actual status of this approach is 

extensively reviewed in [9] • Further aspects of simple quark 

models of hadrona are discussed in several other review arti¬ 

cles [12-14J. A short presentation of this standard approach 

to baryon spectroacopy is given in the first part of this paper. 

The moat widely known model of Isgur and Karl is described 

there in some detail. This provides us with important ingre¬ 

dients of the framework used in the second part of this paper 

where the influence of hadronic loop effects on the spectrum 

of baryons is calculated and discussed. There, the author s 

original results are presented. 

The second part starts with a short description of a few 

currently popular, QCD-inspired hybrid ("QCD" + JT cloud) models. 

Next, the results of a consideration of a complete set of 

SU(3)-symmetry-related decay channels are shortly presented. 

The role played by the completeness of a set of intermediate 

intornal-aymmetry-related states is called into attention. 

In Section II.2 the complete calculation of unitarity 

effects - which takes into account the whole group of SU(6)-re¬ 

lated intermediate states - is presented. In particular it is 

shown there that In the original Isgur-Karl-Kbniuk model for 

baryons and with no adjustable parameters the contribution of 

the (open and closed, ground-state meson + ground-state baryon) 

decay channels to the A ~ ~ N mass splitting Is 200 MeV 

as compared to the experimental number of 293 MeV. The d»-

10 



tailed calculations of these unitarlty effects (discussed at 

lenght in that section) and their comparison vith experiment 

demonstrate that the hadronic cloud is very likely to provide 

a dominant contribution to che experimentally observed split¬ 

ting - and mixing - pattern of the baryon spectrum. In the 

original Koniuk-Iagur modol for decays .and related Isgur-Karl 

model for baryon spectroscopy this dominance is a fact. Thus, 

the experimentally observed pattern of baryonic splittings and 

mixings does not constitute a specific signature of a single 

gluon-exchange mechanism. This result is of great importance 

since it allows for a significantly smaller value of tho QCU 

coupling constant o(\, . In such a case the use of the one-gluon 

approximation is better justified. Also, the experimentally 

observed suppresion of the spin-orbit force - resulting from 

the single-gluon exchange and neglected in the Ieyur-Korl model 

- finda a more reasonable explanation. 

In Section II.3 perspectives of future investigations of 

hadronic loop effects are shortly discussed. 

Our conclusions are given at the end of the paper. 

The Appendix contains some additional formulas and ex¬ 

planations concerning the model, conventions and parameters 

used. 

11 



I. Standard bar/on spoctroacopy 

The aim of the pre-QCD analyses of baryon rosonance data 

vaa to be as modo1-indopendent as possible. Such analyses were 

more "algebraic" than "dynamical" and thoy roliod mainly on sym-

icotries and tlio Wignor-Kclchardt theorem which were uaod to para¬ 

mo trizo tho data in terms of a fow parameters - the unknown re-

ducod matrix elements. Ono of tho approaches concentrated on 

masses of resonant states, tho other on resonance decays* 

Although one would like to have an analysis utilizing both sec¬ 

tors of the data - such analyses encountered a seoiningly unre¬ 

movable incompatibility between mass and decay analyses. The 

probable origin of the problem has boon identified with the 

advent of the I»gxir-Karl model; tho original mass analyses re¬ 

tained spin-orbit forces and neglected spin-tensor forces. On 

the other hand, the success of tho Isgur-Karl model results from 

opposite assumptions! the dominance of spin-tensor foroes 

and the ouppresion of spin-orbit forces. Tne algebraic analyses 

are based on the assumption that the mass operator transforms 

ae a sum of tensor operators each of which has a well-dofined 

transformation property under the considerod symmetry group. For 

ground-state baryons such an approach leadti to simple mass for¬ 

mulas derived by Goll-Mann [15] ( Okubo £i6] and Gdrsey and 

Hadicati [17]. 



I.I. SU(ć) mass formulas 

lhe fundamental assumption of tho operator approach Is that 
the mass of a baryon rosonance may be expressod as tho matrix 
element of some appropriately chosen mass operator. Thla opora-

P + tor must hove J s O and I a If = S = 0. For the ground-
-stote multiplot 56 of SU(6) tho restriction of allowed 
tensor operators to those contained in the product of ono- and 
two-body operators only and the assumption of the "octot domi¬ 
nance" of the SU(3) breaking terms permit only four different 
tensor operators. In this way the following four-parameter mass 
formula for the ground-state boryons can be derived 

The above expression leads to the well-known Gell-Mann-Okubo 

formula [ 1 5 I 1 6 ] for the boryon octet (particle names stand for 

particle masses): 

2N + ZZ= 3A + 2 (*> 
the equal-spacing rules for .the decuplet 

A-Z* = £*-S* = £-12." 0) 



both relations (2) and (3) depending only on the •aaumed 
character of the SU(3) breaking terras, and to th« SU(6) 
relation [1 8] 

Explanation of the sign of the observed ĆJ~~Vv and ^,~y\. 
splittings can be given within the context of a more detailed 
dynamical model only. With the advent of currently-accepted 
framework cf Quantum Chromodynamics tho single-gluon exchange 
was shown to lead to correct signs and relative ratios of 
these splittings. The first models of this type are the non-
relativistic potential model of de Rujula, Georgi and Glashow 
[19] and tho MIT bag model [20] . Since the vory successful 
phonomenologically model of Isgur and Karl is obtained as a 
specific version of the first approach we start the following 
discussion from Rof. [i9}» 



1*2* QC.O-inaplred modal.*; 

1.2.1. The modal of da Rujula, Georgi and Glashow (DGG) 

Tills modal a saunas* 

l) a nonrelatlvlatic SU(6) framework 

11) flavour- and spin-Independent nonperturbative 

confining forces 

ill) SU(3) breaking via "constituent" quark masses 

iv) dominance of spin- and flavour-dependent forces 

by a perturbative ahort-range ono gluon exchange 

between quarks motivated by asymptotic freedom 

property of QCD. 

the nonrelativistic reduction of one gluon exchange leads 

to the standard Breit interaction which is treated as the per¬ 

turbing potential. The eigenstates of the unperturbed Hainilto-

nian are the familiar degenerate (for ra = ra ) SU(6) multiplots. 
9 U 

Their massoo are unknown, but working to first order in the 

perturbing interaction one can derive a number of mass-split¬ 

ting formulas. For the ground-state baryons the expectation va¬ 

lues of the spin-orbit aud spin-tensor terms of the Breit inter¬ 

action are assumed to vanish due to the presumed predominantly 

S-wave character of the zeroth order wave function. In this 



way on* obtains a four-pt-rameter formula for the ground-state 

baryon masses which may be reduced to the following thre*—pa— 

remoter formula after an additional assumption on the meaning 

of "constituent" quark masses [21,22J 

with m = PI. s n (the "constituent" quark masses) and ^ 

(related to the QCD coupling constant) as parameters. To first 

order in 4m = m - m Eq. (5) implies relations (2-4). In 

addition, the decuplet is heavier than the octet because, in 

an attractive Coulomb potential two Dirac particles in an L s O 

state have a higher energy when their spins are aligned than 

when they are opposite. The scale of this splitting- is related 

to the size of QCD coupling constant. 

Furthermore, the dependence of spin-spin interaction in 

(5) on the "constituent" quark mass leads to the relation 

2-A _ *•(* A"*\ (6) 

which provides an explanation of the sign and (relative to A"N) 

size of < - — A splitting. It may now be said, however, that 

this spectacular explanation of JE?~"A splitting is rather 

fortuitous [9]. In particular it turns out (23] that there are 

other contributions to the >E!~"A splitting which, for con-

16 



aiateney, should be treated together with the term leading to 
(6), and which in spocific models almost cancel the effect. 

After the publication, of the DCQ paper many authors have 
investigated the problem of excited states* Hy far tho most 
detailed and phonowenoJofjically succioful study of baryon ro» 
sonnncos has been undertaken by Isgur mad Karl (IK) [2'ł-27j • 
We shall discuss tho IK model in aomn detail in tho next sub¬ 
section. References to related papers of othor authors may be 
found in 

1.2.2. Vno Isgur-Karl model 

Isgur and Karl (lii) have applied a specific variant of 
tho DGG Haiailtonian to a vast body of baryon resonance data 
[24-27J. For tho zeroth order Itamiltonian HQ they choose the 
harmonic oscillator formi 

+ zeroth order overall inaaa parameter 

This Hacniltonian is thon perturbed by an (unknovm) anharmonicj 
spin-flavour indepojidont, two-body perturbation describing tha 
differonce between tho "true" confinement potential and the 
harmonic o'cUU tor potential aa woil as by a apin-dopondont 
"hyperfine" interaction H. . In this papor we sh-ill 00 Jatcr 
concerned with the influence of hadron cloud effects on the 
proporties of phenomonolocically most important SU(6) ® 0(3) 



baryon multlplets viz. the ground~atate baryone (56,0*) and 

the P-wave baryons (70,1~). for our purposes the discusaion 

of the enharmonic te-̂ ra may be omitted since the presence of 

this term would result only in a redefinition of the zeroth 

order overall mass parameters in (?)» separately for each 

SU(6) multiplot under consideration, (This term ia important 

howover when discussing the excited positive-parity baryons 

which belong to several SU(6) multiplets [9,27»28]). The only 

important perturbative correction is thus provided by H^yp 

which is assumed of the form suggested by the Br©it interaction! 

H* = hyp .. s,'T-

Note that all spin-orbit forces have been doriberatoly neg¬ 

lected in (8) while the spin-tensor force has been retained 

with the whole strength relatively to the familiar spin-spin 

Fermi contact term as predicted by the Breit Hamiltonian. "nils 

neglect of spin-orbit contributions has not yet found a com-

pletoiy satisfactory explanation although the two-body L« S 

forces arising via the Thomas precission from the assumed 

scalar confining potential do tond to cancel the contribution 

of the two-body spin-orbit force from the Breit interaction 

£26,29}• Unfortunately, such a cancellation does not occur in 

tho three-body spin-orbit forces which would perturb the IK 

results in an untorelable way [26], On the other hand, the sta-

18 



tus of such three-body spin-orbit forces is not clear [93• 
Moreover, the confining force could have genuine three-body 
terms whose actual form is totally unknown. From the theoreti¬ 
cal point of view the reasons for the noglect of spin-orbit 
coupling are thus rather obscure ;see [9] for further discus¬ 
sion). 

For the ground-state baryons the perturbative interaction 
\8) reduces to the DGG form, Mew nontrivial predictions of 
vfej may be found in the spectrum of P-wave baryons ( (.70,1 ""),/• 
Isgur and Karl describe the P-wavo baryons with the help of five 
parameterst 

1) the zeroth order nonstrange mass i.1610 MeV) 
2) the strange-nons trange mass difference \̂ni = ui — m 

which takes on a slightly non-canonical value of 280 MeV 

3) tho ratio x = m /m .6 ^canonical value) 
U 3 

4j the harmonic oscillator spacing in the nonstrango sector 

which has the value: 

00 i£ 520 MeV (9) 

5) the strength of the hyperfine interaction which is essen¬ 

tially determined by 2^-M splitting and which, with 

the values of CO and m = 420 MeV above, implies 

c£s =& .9 (10) 

Tho value of CO corresponds to the baryon radius 
_ Ą { \ -1 . _. _ rl 

6" ^ m.u> .il ~" " " "̂' (11) 

19 



aa introduced through the h.o. wavefunctions (see Appendix A), 

A'ith the above values of parameters the IK Hamiltonion 

yields a good quantitative description of both masses and 

mixing englos in the S » 0 sector, and a good semiquantita-

tive explanation of the masses and the majority of the mixing 

angles in the S s -1 sector. In .FigJI nnd 2 tho predictions 

of Xsgur and Karl are compared with the experimental [32,9] 

iMSsos and vith tho results of tho most recent decay analysis 

[30] {see also f31,9l)« The e^ror of the phenoruonological 

determination of the mixing angles is - 10 [31J • As seen 

from Fig.1 the predictions of Isgur and Karl in the S = 0 

sector arc in very good agreement with the data. The only 
2 

serious discrepancy concerns the 10 states which aro unsplit 

jy spin~tensor forces or by two-body apin-orbit interactions 

whoroas tho latest analysis [33] indicates that they are not 

degenerate. In the strangeness S = -1 sector tho situation 

.is moro complicated. Ihere is a significant discrepancy con¬ 

cerning two experimentally nondegenorate predominantly 1 

J\ states there. Although the Fermi contact term lowers them 
p 

helów S as desired, in the absence of any spin-orbit terms, 

these states are predicted dogenerate by IK. Isgur and Xarl 

regard this discrepancy aa being due to other effects such 
A* — 

asi hadronic shift of J\ (iU05,1/2~) through KN virtual 

decay channel, residual spin-orbit couplings or the inadequacy 

of harmonic oscillator wave functions. The difference between 

the "constituent" quark masses m and tn leads to the 

"kinematic" mixing of the harmonic oscillator eigenstotea. If 

20 



quark number three is taken to be strange, the eigenfrequen-

cies of two harmonic oscillators ( O and *\ ) see Appendix A) 

are split so that CÔ 'CtOo .Consideration of the symmetries of 
p _ 

the nonstrango quarks in the wave functions of the J = 5/2 

J\ and 2L? states shows that the lighter A -mode cor¬ 

responds to the 1 = 1 state and the heavier 0 -mode to the 

I s 0 state. In this way the nondoyone.vacy of the 

Ad 830,5/2") and 2(1775,5/2") is explained [25,26} (the 

hyperfine interaction (8) diminishes the "kinematic" split tint; 

a little). Due to the difference between U)Q and U)-̂  Iagur 

and Karl prefer to work not with the SU(6) wavefunctions but 

with C— A uds-basis in which only the nonstrango quarks aro 

symmetrized. In this basis, under the standard assumption that 

resonance decays are describable by single-quark operators, a 

showy selection rule appears: the states in which Q -coordi¬ 

nate is excited decouple from the KN channel. Such a selec¬ 

tion rule had, in fact, been proposed on purely phenomenologi¬ 

cal grounds by Rosner and Peterson £3^] and by Faxraan f35j who 

termed this "ideal mixing for baryona". The agreement between 

the mixing resulting from both the OSs~lO\ difference discus¬ 

sed above and hyperfine interactions and the mixing determined 

from experiment is good (see F±g«2). The discrepancy observed 

for two higher 1/2" -A. ,S could perhaps bo explained by 

taking into account a third A. in the decay fit [9,3O,3i]. 

The selection rule forbidding any Q -like excitation to 

decay into KN provides a reason for the nonobaervation of 

many Y positive parity excited states [27] expected in the 

21 



h.o. model. Although for the S s 0 sector there seems to be 
no such mechanism at work it turns out [36] that many positive 
parity excited nonstrange baryons couple very weakly to 3TN . 
The actual calculations of this effect were performed for the 
eigenstatos of the IK model by Koniuk and Isgur £37]• Since 
the present work is concerned with the influence of decays on 
the spectrum of hadrons, a short discussion of the decay model 
used by Koniuk and Isgur is necessary. Within the decay model 
of [37] the pseudoscalar mesons are first approximated by point-
like objects emitted from baryons quarks (q •+ qM, by symmetry 
only the emission from the third quark needs to be considered)t 

M IvIB> ~ <Bl(fl*«3<Śi V 
where g and h are parameters describing the two "elementary' 
omission amplitudes, A is the flavour operator (Gell-Mann 
matrix; corresponding to meson M whose momentum la k... The 
amplitude (12) leads to the following partial-wave amplitudes 
for pseudoscalar emission to (56,0+) ground-states from the 
indicated multiplets: 

(56,0*) -> (56,O+) + M (P-wave). 

fvj 

with T = * - k\ 
22 



<.70,1~) -* (56,0+) + M (S-wavo) 

with 
2, 

(70,1"") -» (56.0+) + M (D-wave) 

with 

Koni Lik and Isgur use in their calculations the value 

Cutoff - -71 

for the parameter describing the formfactor behaviour. This 

value is determined from their fit to photon amplitudes and 

is in accordance with other determinations. 'Hie explicit do-

pondonce of S on k.. in (13b) prevents any sensible overall 

description of S-wave decays: with opposite \aa required by 

experiment and obtained in more detailed decay models) signs 

of g - t/3h and h a sharp drop in S occurs when k,, is 

changed over the range of actually observed decay momenta,i.e. 

from k„ *•> .2 to k.. «v ,6. 



This situation is visualised in Fig.3 whore the squares 
of the amplitudes (13b) and (13c) are shown. To overcome the 
problem due to the k,,-dependenco uf S Koniak and Isgur use 
6 as a ne\*' k,,-independont paromotor. 

The corresponding amplitudo squared is also shown, in Fig.3 
l.'i Łh this choice of parameters (S, P = D) among othox* results, 
a succusful description of (56jO ) and (TO|1~) decays into 
a pscudoscalar meson and a cround~sto te baryon is achieved in 

The value Jk) of kcutoff corresponds to i> c u t o f f = {? <j( 
in IK model) o( = .'H Co V used !

vsea U 1 ) ) for ^70>1~) 
wultiplot in [26D and. with o( - .32 GoV adopted in [38J for 
ground-state baryons, 

Tlie above description of the Isc'-ir-iCari r.iodo. of baryons 
supplemented by Koniuk and lsyur s decay riodt-l sots an impor¬ 
tant part of the framework within which the contribution of 
hadronic loops will be calculated and preaonted in Part II of 
this paper. 

1.2.3. Other QCD-based approaches 

At the same time when the original OGG paper [19] ap¬ 
peared, the MIT group proposed another QCD-inspired model 
of ground-state baryons: the MIT bag C?.'O] modol. Although 
theoretically sounder (quarks within the bag are treated ro-
lativistically, current quark masses ara used), significant 



difficulties ara encountered in the bag description of both 

excitod baryons or baryon decays £39 » 9]• Uecont improved cal¬ 

culations of nonstrange P-wavo baryons [ko] fit tho data 

bettor but cannot match the enormous phonomonological success 

of tho IK model. 

Among other QCD-based frameworks the lattice approach 

- which attempts to calculate hodron masses diroctly from 

fundamental principles - is presumably tho most proralssing one. 

Up to now, howevor, essentially all the calculations have boon 

done in the so-called quenched approximation, that la with 

deliberate neglect of quark loops. At present and in the fore-

seoablo future one cannot therefore expect a realistic calcul¬ 

ation of such effects from the first principles„ At the some 

timo, when the quenched-approximation calculations will givo 

more definite results - it would be useful to have a phenomono-

logical estimate of the (neglected) nonperturbative quark 

loops. The discussion of hadronlc loop effects given .in Part J.I 

of the present paper may be thus also considered as a stop in 

this direction. 



II, Hadronic loop effects in bai-yon spectroacopy 

II.1, Hybrid and other SU(6)-nonsymmotric models 

Since tho theoretical prodlction of Yukawa [kf] and the 

oxperimental discovery of 3" moson hadronic cloud effects 

have boon discussed by many authors. At prosont tho pion field 

is often doscribod in the context of chiral bag models ['l2,'o] 

Within that picturo coloured quarks and gluons more freely 

inside a bag whore chiral invarianco of the QCD Lagrangian 

is manifest. Outsido tlie bag tho QCJ3 vacuum spontaneously 

breaks chiral symmetry and Golds tone pions appear, Tho re¬ 

quirement of tho continuity of axial current across bag 

surface couples inside quarks to outside pions and loads to 

the asymptotic pion field as given by tho standard pion-nu-

cleon Yukawa coupling, Tho sizo of tho resulting hadronic 

solf-onergy corrections depends crucially on the bag radius. 

It has been argued [Uzl that the pion field outsido the bag 

can become so strong as to allow for a "little (Brown) bag" 

solution with ^a- ^ «3 fm. This picture is quite difforont 

from tho ordinary MIT bag model with its R ^ \ 1 . fm. 

In fact, it has been proposed to overcome the problem of the 

bag model compatibility with classical nuclear physics: for 

ftjjg W 1 fm nucloon bags ovorlap at nuclear matter density 

and the successes of tho independent particle shell model 

behaviour of valence nucleons seem mysterious. As observed 

by Thomas [U3] w* are on the verge of this compatibility vith 
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Rl)a ?s> .8 fm which for pointlike mesons corresponds to 
kcutoff « *5 G e V ( <* — «29 °«v)' 
The range of values of oC used by Isgur, Karl and Koniuk 
[26,37»38] ( c£ Ca .32 T .^7 GeV) is thus in agreemont 
with the requirements of classical nuclear physics. Hie cal¬ 
culations of Thomaa et al. [kh] indicate that the contribu¬ 
tion of the pici cloud at the lowor allowable C^ valuo 
( .29 GeV) leads to tho additional A-bJ splitting of over 
80 MeV. One may wonder what the introduction of other pseudo-
scalar masons and tho use of a more realistic value of 
oC **• •'łi G^V would do to that number. Although the pion 

mass is much smaller than that of any other meson, tho neglect 
of those mesons in the cloud is not really justified [̂ 5]I the 
average three-momentum of the virtual meson is not small when 
compared with its mass. This means that the contribution from 
the whole set of SU(3) or even SU(6)-related intermediate 
virtual meson + baryon states should bo taken into account. 
The importance of taking into account the whole ftroup of inter¬ 
mediate states related by internal SU(3) flavour symmetry 
was emphasized ten years ago within an approach which aimed 
at the unitarisation of tho dual model tk6-kf2 . This approach, ' 
however, was in principle restricted to the meson sector. 
Moreover, tho SU(6) symmetry and its breaking were not 
really considered, not to mention the lack of any explicit 
relationship to the contemporaneously emerging picture of 
SU(6)-breaking "hyperfine" colour-magnetic spin-spin inter¬ 
actions [19,20], Nevertheless, within the baryon sector an 
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interesting phonomenolog.ical SU(3)-symmetric model based on 

ths idsos of duality and unitarity was proposed for the loading 

Regge trajectories [ W ] . This model was subsequently genoral-

ised by the author to the broken SU(3)-symmetry case [49-51] 

and was shown to describe the data surprisingly well. Olie a-

vailability of the SU(6)-symmetric model of hadron loop ef¬ 

fects (next section) makes a detailed presentation of Pt9-51] 

unnecessary. Still, X quote below those results of this model 

which pertain to the question of SV(j) symmetry and the ro¬ 

la ted unitarity-induced breaking of this symmetry, Itius, among 

other predictions the nodel [*f9-5Oj explained the sign and 

size {.within a factor of 2 ) of the ground-state J\~2LI mass 

difference (by correlating it to other observed splittings). 

Also, the mass splitting of A u5/2~, 1830) and £(5/271775) 

was succesfully prodicted and linked with the decay properties 

of those states (in particular, an approximate selection rule 

forbidding the decay A. (.5/2", I830)—*KN was obtained as 

well), Many other decays of baryon resonances from the leading 

Rogge trajectories have been also calculated [51] and found in 

very good agreement with the data: a mixing pattern between 

SU(3) multiplets similar to the "ideal mixing" £3!*,35j was 

obtained. Thus, several of the results of the DGG and IK 

approach have been obtained from the ideas based on consider¬ 

ations of SU(3)-symmetry and its breaking only. On the other 

hand, SU(6) symmetry was not built into the model and no re¬ 

lations between different SU(3)fl(g)
 s u ( 2 ) a p l n multipleta of 

a given SU(6) multiplet could be obtained. In particular it 
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was not possible to discuss the A -N mass splitting. Such 

a discussion might become possible only after an explicit in¬ 

troduction of tho SU(6) symmetry into tho model and the con¬ 

sideration of a whole group of intermediate states composod of 

ground—state mesons and baryons. For mosona such an approach 

was daveloped by Ttfrnqvist £52j and tormod tho Uhitarised 

Quark Model. Hie next section is totally devoted to the thorough 

presentation of the results obtained within this approach in the 

baryon sector. 
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II.2. Baryons in the Unitariaed Quark Modal 

II.2.1. The Uhitarisod Quark Model (UQM) 

The UQM was first applied to the ground-state mesons com¬ 

posed of u-, d- end s- quarks [52]. Later, the properties 

of the senior [533 and axial [5*0 mesons vero successfully 

oxp.i.iinod with its help. lno model aims at a realistic pheno-

Lionological evaluation of the influence of two-body decay chan¬ 

nels on tbo spectrum of hadrons. In the limit of vanishing 

coupling to decay channels the bare liadron mass spectrum is as¬ 

sumed to possess high dagrce of regularity. Thus, the observed 

splitti/igs and mixings are thought to bo dominently due to the 

influence of decay channels. Within the model one i .aumas 

[51-55] J 

a) SU(3) breaking through quark mass terras (plus ideal mi¬ 

xing for mosons) in the bore hadron mass spectrum {no other 

SU(6) breaking for bare hadrons is assumed - in particular 

one gluon exchange is neglected), 

b) flavour-spin (-space) symmetry relations for the decay 

vertex functions, 

c) a phonomenological expression for the spectral functions 

(appropriately chosen, to describe the decay widths cor¬ 

rectly), 

d) unitarity and analyticity. 
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Under roaaonable assumptions concerning the bohaviour of the 

spectral fun o t ion <p (which are borne out by phenornenological 

models c)) tho shift of mass of hodron A due to the (virtual) 

decay process (as shown in Fig.*f for baryona) may be written 

(assumption d))as a dispersion integral 

(15) 

vhero tho sum runs over all (opon and closed) decay channols 

i S t.B,K). For simplicity, in (15) the possibility of mixing 

and tho sura over different possible partial waves have boon 

suppressed. Apart from the numerical constant (weight w' ) tho 

contributions from all channels i in Eq, (15) are identical in 

the symmetry limit V s^ ' = m Q + m M = independent of is (B,MJ 

(the spectral function O is assumed to depend on tho actual 

decay channol only through massos m_ and m., - see b) and 

c)). As the intormodiate states i = (Q»MJ all (allowed by 

quantum number conservation) combinations of ground-state 

hadrons* ore considered. That is, if A is a meson, B and M 

are mo sons from i ® 35 of SU(6) vhereas if A is a ba¬ 

ry on, M is a meson from 1 © 35 and B - a baryon from 56 

of SU(6) . Tho weights w. and the behaviour of the spectral 

function can bo determined within a specific decay model such 

as tho ?o quark-pair creation model [56,57]. This model 



vas found to be quite successful in the description of hadronic 

decays [583* 

The model of Koniuk and Isgur [37] also belongs to the 

samo class as the PQ modal, although aomo specific features 

(relative normalisation, hadron sizes) are slightly different 

in those two models. Some predictions of the UQM, however, may 

be deduced from (15) oven without detailed knowledge of the 

spectral function 0 provided the waights w. are kept at 

thoir values resulting from the assumed symmetry of tho decay 

model, L'e shall see lator that somo departure from symmetry 

predictions for w. is necessary if one wants to doscribe the 

oxperiraontally observed decay widths correctly. 

Within the meson sector the following gonoral results 

(i.e. valid in all sectors of JPC = 0"+, 1 , 1 "* +, 1+", 2++) 

have been obtained (see [53]); 

1) generally negative mesa shifts incroase the effective 

mS ' mu a n d s P i i t 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 states of the same 

charge parity C±, tho sign of this splitting being 

sign (nij - n»0) a Cj^Ct, 

where C^ and C^ are the charge parities of the two 

nonets In the noareat group of thresholds (PP or PV) 

allowed by parity (for th» 0 + + the unitarity effects aro 

ao large that this rule breaks down) 

2) the sign of the deviation from ideal mixing is 
t 

sign ( S V) - - C^Cjj 
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Furthermore, the model has provided an explanation of the 
woird properties of the scalar mesons f53j which lies totally 
within the context of conventional qq assignment fox1 those 
mesons, i.o. without an introduction of tho non-standard ką 

states. 
Finally the axial mesons and in particular the phenomenon 

of Q. - QB mixing have boon successfully described. 

IX. 2,2. Ground-state baryona in tho linearised model 

As discussed in the Introduction tho baryon sector is 
reliable since we may use tho physical mo son masses - already 
exhibiting a definite pattern of SU(6)-breaking - as fixed in¬ 
put quantities. Furthermore, unlike in the case of meaonti, fcho 
experimentally observed baryon mass splittings are relatively 
small on the scale of baryon massoa. The ground-state bnryons 
are particularly simple: no mixing and only one partial wavo 
appears in (15)» The P.. model predictions for tho weights 
w reduce in this case to those of dU(6)y which can bo 
calculated e.g. from £59j and are gathered in Table f (aeo 
also Appendix B,c). From this table it can be easily checke-i 
that for any baryon A 

c 
Thus, in the symmetry limit (S^h independent of i} tho shift. 
in mass obtainable from (15) is the same for all members of tho 



56-Piet and, consequently* no splitting its generated. However, 

if the positions of different thresholds do not match due to the 

initial SU(6)»brcoking in meson masses then - even if tho bare 

baryons ore degenerate - the resulting: output bary on m&sses are 

split. The pattern of this mass splitting may be determined £6<J 

without the detailed knowledge of the spectral function P in 

{15)* To see this let us assume that the O -function! 

1) is a rather broad function (on the scale of baryon masa 

splittings) - an assumption tied to baryon size, 

2) depends en a, n»B, mM through 

Both the above assumptions are well satisfied in explicit mo¬ 

dels including the Koniuk-Isgur model £37j. 

In line with assumption a) of 11,2.1. the bare baryon mas¬ 

ses aro expressed in terms of two parametors m and A t 

V N « * k a AW?. 

(17) 

Let us assume for the moment that a similar pattern of SU(3) 

breaking (no other SU(6) breaking, i.e. m = m etc., and 

the ideal mixing for all mesons) is used for the description of 

the (physical) masses of mesons and baryona in the intermediate 



state in Fig.4. For any external (output) baryon with k 
strange quarks there ere then only two different threshold po¬ 

i *sthr a n d *8thr + sitions i *sthr a n d *8thr + 2^ corresponding to non-
strange and strange quark-pair production respectively. Lat us 

k k denote the sums over relevant weights as w_ and w„ 

respectively. Let us also adopt a notation similar to (1?) for 
output baryon masses (i.e. m., • m. a m^, m = m. = m * =i m. , 
raQ s B n ł « ui-, m- m m_), Then, £g*(i5) may be rewritten as 

C 1 8 ) 

In (IS) we have ignored in the integrand the factor M ^ 
which for m. small compared to <Cx*> • 'sthr ^s 

to 1 (one can easily see that without this simplification the 
following argument also goes through). From Table 1 we find 

C 1 9 ) 

On substracting formula (18) for k from the same formula for 
k • 1 and working the first order in «\+1 - m^t ^ »nd £ 
one obtains using (16) and (iS>)t 

Kł-A 
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5* -

Hence, not surprisinglya the pattern (17) is reproduced in the 

output spectrum. Tho presence of ^T in the denominator in 

(,20) reflects the "nogntive feedback11 effect due to the dif-

foronce between pole positions (on tho r.h.s. in (15)) for dif¬ 

ferent particles. 

If the masses of ground-state baryona from the intermedia te 

state are assumed to follow pattern (20) but for tho meson 

masses their experimental values are used, tho output baryon 

manses start to exhibit additional SU(6) breaking effects 

vi.e, ^ and S are no longer degenerate). Working to first 

order in moson mass differences one obtains then for Z\ -N 

splitting a formula £60] analogous to (20) (with O = U) )t 

A-N 

n̂ (21) particle names stand for particle masses, c(s) is 

the cosine (sine) of tho paeudoscalar mixing angle 0» (* -10° 

for "perfect mixing") and (# i a proportional to the first 

derivative of tho shift with respect to the threshold position. 

Tne sign of C is positive since the farther the threshold 

the smaller the absolute value of th« negative shift, thus, it 

follows from (21 ) that the signs of O-X and A "*N 
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splittings are related. From (21) it can be also soon that 
/\ -N splitting is driven by the smallness of tho pion mass 
when compared to masses of other pseudoscalar and vector me¬ 
sons. Formulas similar to (21 ) may be also derived for X ~ 2 
IŁ — A and S~.^ splittings [60], 

Formula (21) demonstrates explicitly tho well-known fact that 
pion exchange between quarks contributes to £\ -N splitting 
with a positive sign. On the other hand, tho excliango of a 
vector meson contributes with an opposite sign. It was tho 
invention of the colour degree of freedom that allowed for a 
change in the sign in the latter case [6i] loading to the suc¬ 
cessful explanations of the ^—-N splitting through an ox-
change of the octet of coloured voctor gauge bosons [19»2O], 
Within the framework of tho present paper it is eas. to under¬ 
stand why the colourod-gauge-boson- and the pion~ exchanges 
induce £± -N mass difference of the samo sign. The basis for 
this understanding is provided by the sura rule (i6). Namely, 
let all intermediate baryons, all papudoscalar (p) mesons 
and all vector \V) mesons are separately degenerate, but 
m_ ^ m„ . Next, let us add to and substract from the shift 
(for both ^ and N) the contribution from tho exchang-e of a 
fictitious vector, particle of mass ra_ and with tho weight 
of the original vector exchange. Due to the sum rule (16) tho 
contribution of the pseudoscalar exchange to tho /\ -N split¬ 
ting is then cancelled by the exchange of this fictitious par¬ 
ticle. The dominant remaining contribution to (\ -N splitting 
is then minus the one from the exchange of this fictitious 
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light vector particle. This emerging minus sign should be com¬ 

pared with the minus sign arising from the introduction of the 

colour degree of freedom and the gluon exchange mechanism* 

Formula (21 ) derived under the assumption of zero £i -N (£~£ etc) 

splittings in the intermediate state leads to A -N (S-.2L etc) 

splitting for the external baryons. Using bare baryon spectrum 

(17) and putting intermediate baryons already split RS above 

one obtains complicated expressions for eight boryon masses in 

d tt C terms of three parameters onlyt tn , 

(as in (21)). Setting tg2«p = - g Jjyi 

©„•» -10 ) for definiteness one gotst 

A-N 

and constant 

("perfect mixing" 
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whs re 

with 

and 

3O+ £ 
p/opov+ioml ło 

+ sŁ»» 
If the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula for mosons is satisfied, 

one obtains from (22) the equal spacing rule for the decuplet 

(3)i tho Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula for bar/ons (2) and the 

SU(6) relation 5 " - 2 " -
Ihus, not unexi/Octedly, a l l four SU(6) relations are recovered. 

Tho fifth parametor-independont relation i s 

2-A (23) 

whioh should be compared with (6).Putting physical mass values 
on the r.h.3. of (23) we get 

whereas the experimental value is ~ .27. 
Another interesting though not independent - relation resulting 
from (22) is 
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A-N g (/J-N) 

physical mass values on the r.h.s. of (2*ł) wo cot 

vlicrons the experimental value i s 1.5^» At t h i s p o i n t , l e t us 

note that s i n c e the second term on the r . h . s , in (23) can bo 

replocad by {2k) we obta.in a r e l a t i o n (independentJ.y of the 

07—IV mixing angle ) 

y _ A of T^— S" ) 
- \ \ \ - - > ^26) 

A-N 3 1 4-NJ 

which may be rewritten using (derived from (22)) aU(6) rela¬ 
tions \Z) \j) [k) as 

liq. (.27) is precisely the formula (6) as derived by do Rujula, 
Georgi and Glaahov (£qs (li) mvi (5) in Ci9j). 



Finally, using (4) (experimentally broken by 13#) and (26) 

(broken by 15$) on the r.h.s. of (24) w« derive 

A-M 

which is obtainod also when tho intermediate barycns in Una 

loop are not split (.apart from strangeness dopcnde:uo) at all 

{soe £q, (2i))« In (.28) tho l,h,9 ^r.h.^.j value is 1.3'f- i,1.i-l'̂  

respoctivoly. Further simplification of tlio r.h.s. of \uc•) 

requiros tho study of the meson sector ti 1] • 

We have thus demonstrated that consideration of a wholo 

^roup of intermediate states, or, i.n other words, of all pseudo-

scalar and vector meson exchanges leads to tho samo patiom or 

SU\,6 )-syranie try breaking as tho conventional cluoii exchange 

mechanism, 

Takinc into account pion exchange only breaks tlie symmetry or 

tho cloud very strongly and, in aimplo modols, leods to no 

cloud contribution to ^ — £_, and — — ^ £. z] , n 

feature evident also from (22)1 Thv similarity of the (jluon-

and unitarlty—induced baryon masa splittings obtained in POIJOJS 

with approximately flavour-spin symmetric cloud raises the 

paramount question of their relative Importance. To answer tha , 

question an explicit form of the spectral function must be 

considered. In tho next section the results of tha author s 

"tH:rough phenoraenological studies C63] are presented.. 



11.2,3. Th» size of hadronic-loop induced splitting of 

ground-state baryons 

Do termination of the scale of splittings originating from 

hadronic loops has always boon difficult since hadronic self-

-energy effects depend sensitively on hadron size. In most 

phonornenological modele the spectral function O in (15) is 

cut off for large s-values by a "gontle for m f actor" (squared) 

2 exp (- C k»A c u t o f f)
2} laoe 13B) where k c u t o f f is a parameter 

explicitly depending on mason (M) [noaon (M) and baryon ( B ) ) 

sizes. In the UQM the ^P model ("56J is ndopted. Using 

harmonic oscillator wave functions the MBB cut-off in this 

model is (see Appendix A, Bj 

4 (29) 

Tlie values: U^ = 8 GeV"2, K^ = 6 GoV"2 woro dotorr.iined in 

{56,58] from Hogge slopes. Tlie P -modal originated from 

early ideas on quark pair croecion [59,6^1 ^Fig.j), 

Hadron decay is assumed to proceed as a tvfo-stop process, 

First, a qq pair in a P^ state with vacuum quantum numbers 

is croateu. Second, a rearrangement of quarks to forra the fina) 
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hadrona occurs. Ino ^P_-model value of cut-off is 
к t.^ff = .68 GoV which should be compared vith tho value cutoff 
(,7l) ueod by Koniuk and Isjrur Г37Д • Я м latter V&IUH can be 
obtained from (29) by assuming pointliko meson» (1С = o). 

3 (P> 
In tlio I'-modcl the spoctral function Q for 
(56,0 + ) > (36,0") + (56>0 + ) * (S6,0 + ) (virtual) procuss.n 
in (15) ia easily calculated to be 

1 , 3 
СГ К S(^^-i-^«p(-(M) <*» 

wi th kM = | ^ y ) 
4S (31) 
г and . - г = 4£ o * ^ 

Kq.(30) i a (apart from normal i sa t ion and phaso-spaco f a c t o r 

H i p r e c i s e l y tho square of tho JKoniuk-lsgur amplitudo (13a) , 

A 

The we ight s w'/„ , \ (gathered i n Table 1) aro then g iven by: 

A I r ( \ . a M\ (32) W 
(B,M4 i\+i м ч > J 

vhere the factors G(A;D,M) aro calculated from SU(6) sym
metry C59j (for the ground-state baryona (A,B) and mesons (w) 
the ^P^-model relations reduce to those of SU(6) ). Algebraic 



expressions for G(A;B,M) are given in Appendix C. 
With 1) the strength of tho unitarity correction* sot by pion-
-nucloon coupling constant QljPfcJKjVFî * ))» z) th* spectral 
inunction O taken from (30) and 3) tho SU(6)-voights gathered 
in Table 1, the formula (15) prodicts ^ -N splitting size as 

a function of k „to*-f» Using ^cutoff *** *^ G o V a n d ro<łu^rin6 
tho nucloon mass to fit its experimental value one obtains 
^ - N = 195 MeV compared to tho experimental nuiubor 293 MeV, 
Thus, two thirds of ^ -N splitting are attributed within tho 
;:i[(:ploat modoj (amplitudes and bary on size as used by Koniuk 
and J.sjjur, SU(6) symmetry for liedronic vortices whoso strength 

iv 
:i ̂  sot by QO>V,LJ ) ^° t:^" hndronic-loop correction. 

Clearly, different valuo of k _- and specific way of 
bU(6)„ symmetry breoJcinc in vertices could chongo that result 
considerably. In fact it is known from experiment that SU(6),. 
predictions for UBM coupling constants are actually broken 
by /v»20^ on average. Lot us ignoro for the moniont any additio¬ 
nal information on the size of ^ S which could bo used to 
estimate tho pluon-inducod A -N splitting.Then, having in 
mind the largo size of hodronic-loop effects in tho simple mo¬ 
del, ona raight oven suppose that almost all of tho obsox'vod 
^ -N mass difference is due to hadronic loops. UnUor tho lat¬ 

ter aGsumpiion tho best fit to tho gw.ind-state baryon mass 
s poet run and tho experimental data on. BH~A couplings was 
sought by tho author in £63]• 15io contribution from gluon ex¬ 
change Co bore baryon masses in (15} was neglected. Six free 
parameters were usedt 
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1) bare nonstrange baryon mass m 

2) bare atrange-nonstrange quark masa difference A 

3 ) koutoff a n d V ~ 6 ) t h r e o ParalBet®r3 (z3» V z
7> -

describing the deviation from SU(6)W predictions for 

BBM couplings. 

Eight ground-state baryon masses, four decay widths and the 

experimental value for Z\ZAJT coupling were succes¬ 

sfully described. The best-fit values are shown in Fig. 6 and 

Table 2, The parameters z„, z. , z_ (equal to 1 if SUf6)v 

were exact) describe the breaking of SU(6^ symmetry in those 

vertices for which it is known - or at least suspected - that 

SXJ(.6)y predictions are strongly broken. 

Thus, it is known that SU(6)W predicts too small A —-> Bg+ 

+" JT decay widths. To correot for that all the A.. —-»• Bg + P 

oouplings have been multiplied by z„. Then, description of 

widths shown in Table 2 requires z» •=* 1.5 (this value is 

almost independent of k *_*# ) » This enhancement of the 

A.Q — • Bg + P widths may be understood as the influence of 

higher order mesonlo effects [653 . 

In a similar way the parameter z. describes the departure 

from SU(6)W in the Ag • • •» B 1 Q + P processes which are re¬ 

lated by crossing to the just discussed symmetry-breaking de-

oays A-o — ^ Bg + JT . The value of z. was allowed to de¬ 

viate from 1 by 205G. 

Finally, the parameter z_ describing the departure from 

SU(6)V in the A.. — > B-o + P(V) prooesses waa allowed to 



deviate from 1 alao by 2Ojt. That SU(6T̂  predictions for 
these processes are actually strongly broken was suggested by 
Amdt et al. [663 in their detailed experimental analysis of 
OT N ——} XJT N proeossea, A closer look at ref. t6&2 indi¬ 
cates that the final value of z~ s *7*'o recommended there 
might evaa be an. overestimate. 

For the remaining couplings the SU(6)V values with 
the scale set by <\ jj°WisJ wore accepted. In two oases 
this is boruo out by experiment. Consider namely the 
Ag -—> Bg + V and A-_ —->• Bg + V processes. Vector meson 
coiiplings may be easily extracted from the data if the Vector 
Meson Dominance (VMD ) assumption is used in the description 
of electromagnetic properties of ground-atato baryons. In [67J 
it was shown that SU(6)„ and VMD taken together correotly 
predict the absolxito magnitude of the ground state baryon 
i».'.Lgnot±c raoaantff, AisOjtho k̂-̂ /s/if radiative decays are 
(up to 20% ) correctly dosor.ibod in the naive SU(6) sym-
netric quark model whon the scale is providod by baryon ma-
guotio moments. 

Thus, Ag ——9 Bg + V and A.Q —-^ Bg + V are described 
by SuCó)w approximately oorrectly. The suppresion of the 

^o + V processes by the same factor <z~) as for 
j 0 ł 0 + P was motivated by the apparent symmetry be¬ 

tween Ag — > B8 + P and Ag — ^ Bg + V, Since the influ¬ 
ence of the B 1 Q + V channels i3 relatively weaker due to 
thoir high threshold positions - a good fit can also be ob¬ 
tained with the approximately SU(6)v-symmetric value of the 



B 1 Q + V ooupling. The actual Minimised funotion vast 

(33) 

where in the la»t term k o u t o f f (
3PQ) *a» determined from 

(29) with Rg = RJJ = .7 fm and RJJAJJ
 wa» allowed to 

deviate from 1 by -̂  30#. The last three terms restricted 

the search to the vioinity of the SU(6)V symmetric model 

with Rg = Rjj. 

The best fit from Fig.6 corresponds to R. » .52 fm. 

A pattern very similar to that of Fig.6 ( with no appreciable 

V increase} is obtained for * o u t o f f € ( .55f .70 ) GeV. 

The only substantial changes in the values of the fitted para¬ 

meters are then for mQ ( 1.800 T 2.300 GeV ) and A° 

(70-1. o Mev). The overall mass shifts are therefore large 

indeed (900 -i- 1^00 MeV for the nucleon ) and the splittings 

are small on the scale of those shifts. The bare strange-non-

strange quark mass difference A is smaller than its 

physical value ( o.f. Section II.2.O. A can be increased 

to a more conventional value by a small change in the size of 



strange hadrons only, vlth almost no effeot on A-N, 2~"7V 

splittings. Also, a small breaking of SU(3) symmetry for 

oouplings could undo that effeot. Ibis, however, would require 

a better understanding of SU(3) symmetry breaking. At pre¬ 

sent, the difficulties encountered in fitting magnetic moments 

of ground-state baryons seem to indioate that the Sl/(3) vertex 

symmetry is broken in a peculiar nonadditive way, [68,69.]. 

As it should be clear from the linearised model the 2-.~A mass 

splitting of 'v/ 50 MeV seen in Fig.6 is more like a prediction 

than a fit. Indeed, the splitting scale is set by octet-decup¬ 

le t splitting which is the largest one and therefore most in¬ 

fluential in the parameter fitting procedure. 

Vi thin the model it is rather difficult to go w* th the 

size of A -N mass difference below "̂  150 MeV and yet to 

maintain a reasonable description of oouplings (e.g. AAT* 

and a decent *wtort. 

Thus, It seems that <^6Off> - 90% of A -N splitting is in¬ 

deed due to hadronio loops. The value of oC must then be 

much smaUet* (.£+.3) and the whole analysis of P-wave baryons 

done by Isgur and Karl should be redone for this smaller value 

of o(j . The dominant part of splittings and mixings present 

in the spectrum of negative parity baryons should be then due 

to hadronio loops. In the next seotion it is shown that-very 

likely - this is indeed the oase. 



II. 2.4. Hadronio loop effects in P-vave bai*yons 

In the case of the P-vave baryons the same set of inter¬ 

mediate states as for the ground-state baryons vas C7Oj used. 

This restriction to two-partiole (virtual") intermediate 

states composed of ground-state baryons and ceoona cannot be 

justified as veil as in the case of external ground-state 

baryons. Indeed, since the P-vave baryons are heavier than the 

ground-state baryons there appears a large number of open decay 

channels. Furthermore, for S-wave decays the angular momentum 

barrier is not operational. Still, it will be eeen belov from 

the explicit calculations that the dominance of the (B_* + H««) 

-intermediate states is very plausible. 

In aooordanoe with the standard quark model the classifi¬ 

cation of the P-vave baryons into the (70,1*") mult i plot of 

STJC6) <g> 0(3) is aocepted. As for the ground-state baryona, the 
3 

harmonio oscillator vave functions are used. The assumed P 
o 

quark-pair creation model determines the flavour-spin-angular 

momentum structure of any of the considered A.- —•+• B-- + M», 

amplitudes, relates them with one another and provides an ex¬ 

plicit form of the formfactors (see e.g. (13b,c)) . Vhen com¬ 

pared to the ground-state baryon case the situation for the 

(70fi") multiplet is considerably more complicated due to the 

presence of mixings (tvo 2 i 2(») and six 3 x 3 (£, A,3.) 

mixing problems ) and tvo waves: S and D. As a result, 

formula (15) takes the form: 

'•>'.-



where the auta runa now alao over the two partial waves and the 

indices i,j are used to denote mixing1 particle states. As 

before, the one-gluou-induced splitting of m^ is neglected. 

Furthermore, for simplicity all "bare" states of given 

strangeness are assumed to be degenerate (i.e. the "kinematic 

mixing" of Isgur end Karl [25,26] is neglected). 

Given the ( harmonio oscillator ) standard wave func¬ 

tions of all partioles A, B, M relevant in (34) and the 

Po-doeay model it is a straightforward but tedious calculation 

to compute all the weights needed in (34). The calculations 

have been performed both by hand and on a computer and the 

obtained formulas are presented in the Appendix of ref. I7<>3 

(see also Appendix fl ) . For the non-strange members of the 

(TOt*") multiplet the relovant weights ( for tg29D = - -, 

©v = 35.7 ) are gathered in Table 3. From Table 3 it is 

seen that the sum of the diagonal veights for an arbitrary 

member of the (?0»1~) multiplet is 24. The factor of 1/2 

vhen compared to (16) appears here since the emission of a 

meson from a given baryon quark cannot load to a ground-state 

baryon if the remaining pair of quarks is excited. 
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In the P~ model with hazaonlo oscillator wave funotions 
obtains the'following spectral funotions: 

(35b) 

vhere G2 is given by (.31"), « s 1,/(4Hj • R^ ) , 
v = (.2R| • R£ ) / (6RJ + 2R* ) and k o u t o f f is given aa 
before by ( 29) . 

Eqs (35«»,b ) should be oompared with the corresponding 
formulas of Koniuk and Isgur ( Eq, (i3b,o)). 
The S-wave speotral fvinotion oontains a zero again and a sen¬ 
sible overall description of the S-wave decays cannot be 
achieved with (O as given by (35a). The replacement 
of the "structure dependent" term ( as Koniuk and Isgur dubbed 
it ) by a constant may be Justified provided we are not 
concerned with too large values of the momentum IŁ., as it is 
the case for physical widths. For our purposes, however, a 
reliable description of the speotral function far above the 
threshold is also needed* This is because that part of the 
spectral funotion also affects the shifts through the dis-
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persiołi Integral (34). Ve respond to this observation by 
in (35a) the replacement 

(Cu-

vhere S is a parameter determined from the S-wave decays. 
Comparison of different spectral functions Is shown in Fig,3. 
The speotral function corresponding to (35c) has the right 
threshold behaviour whereas for large k̂ j it is similar to 
O a feature vhlch has support in the P» model. Recal¬ 

ling that our main aim here is to calculate the mass shifts 
and mixing among states given a realistic model for the 
spectral funotion - the replacement (35o) seems reasonable) 
one cannot expect a proper description of the spectrum if the 
widths are not correctly aocounted for. Complete results of the 
calculations of splittings and mixings with the spectral 
functions of (35a,b) (together with the replacement of (35c) 
for 0 are presented a little further. First, however, 
let us see wbat happens to the original Koniuk-Isgur model 
for hadronio decays. Thus, Eq, (13b,c) along with the cor¬ 
responding values of parameters [37J are taken as the input 
and the numerical calculations of Eq.(3*ł) are performed 
with the spectral functions corresponding to (i3b,o). 
In this calculation there are no free parameters. It is only 
assumed that s 



1. the masses of noustrange (strange) baryons are(approxi¬ 

mately ) degenerate irhen hadronic loop oorreotions are 

avltohed off and 

2. the output N(5/2") and ^(5/z") maasee are to fit 

the experiment. 

Then, after the unitarizatlon of the Konittk-Isgur model one 

obtains, amo; £ other results: 

A (3/2"") 

N (3/2") 

N (1/2-) 

1705 MeV 

1560 MeV 

r 

11670 MeV 

1520 MeV 

1650 MeV 

1510 MeV 

de oompos1tion 

,86k8 - . 

.8628 

.9O28 + . (36) 

A 
1780 MaV 

1730 MeV 

MeV 

.92^8 - ,3728 + ,0821 

.9121 - .3328 - . 2 ^ 

,8628 + .3921 • .3^6 

A (3/2-) 

1785 MeV 

1680 MeV 

I56O MeV 

.O521 

.8128 

.3828 • . 

From (36) it is seen that: 



1) the unltarlty corrections in the Isgur-Karl-Kbnlulc 

model are large 

11) the very size of hadronlo loop effects would totally 

spoil the results of £2*1-27] unless one accepts that 

the observed mixings and splittings are predominantly 

due to unltarity effects 

ill) even under suoh assumption as in ii) there are 

significant discrepancies between (36) and the ex¬ 

periment [3Ó3 (see Pigs 1,2)• In particular the or¬ 

dering of states in the /\ ^ -sector is reversed, 

Ve shall see that this failure of Koniuk-Isgur model 

is due to the wrong choice of the spectral funotion 

(£) Let us now oonsider the spectral function Q as given 

by the replacement (35c) . Then, apart from a small region 

near the threshold, the funotions Q an«i P ' are similar. 

One can therefore discuss the unltarity effects in a linearised 

model treating the contributions from S- and D-vave decays 

idontioally. Although the linearised model approximation is 

obtained from the expansion in the threshold positions it is 

not the behaviour of the spectral function near the threshold 

which is taken into account in this vay. Spectral functions 

are broad ( Fig,3 ) and the expansion in quostion is an 

expansion in the relative positions of these broad structures. 

Using Table 3 it is then easy to derive the linearised model 

formulas for nonstrange P-\*ave baryons (see also (21) and 

(22)). Putting for simplicity C0= 0 and using (2g) one 



obtains for nas a natrix «lenenta (th« notation ia B(S j J.")) : 

(3k) 

H 
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vher* 

in2 = 
Thus i the splitting and mixing of nonstrange P-vave baryons 

is given in terms of tvo combinations of ground-state meson 

masses and one combination of ground-state baryon masses. 

Using (28) (or (21)) one can reduce it to tvo combinations 

(say) Q— 3F and \ I — X Further reduction requires 

consideration of the meson sector Cl 1J• 

In (37) the dominant splitting is that of (37c) and (37d), 

The neglect of the remaining matrix elements is equivalent to 

putting Q -si. i;{/WA-fifi) c*~§~ Th® resulting splitt-fng pattern 

is then given by: 

(38) 

vith 

2^ <c iv i—1 

Had the spectral functions Q ' and & been similar, 

we could have put C' = C i n <38) and obtain by comparison 

with (22) 



The pattern (38) and the aoale (39) are in good agreement 

with the experimental data ( aee Fig.i). Clearly, (39) should 

be treated only as an indication that we are on the right 

track: calculation of the splitting soale directly from (3*0 is 

neoessary. When physioal meson masses are used in (37), addi¬ 

tional splitting and mixing in the two-dimensional sectors is 

induced* The ratio of the off-diagonal matrix elements in the 

JP = 3/2" and JP = 1/2" sectors (37g,h) is 1 i -1, 

i.e. exaotly the same as in £24]. Also, the signs of mixing 

angles resulting from (37g»h) are oorrect ( oompare with (36) 

where the mixing angles for J^ = 3/2*" have wrong signs). 

Furthermore, it turns out that the correct ordering of states 

in the A 1/2"* seotor ia restored. The signs of the resulting 

mixing angles in the strange sectors are also oorrect. 

Calculations of splittings and mixings directly from (3h) con¬ 

firm £70] the above results of the linearised version. Still, 

the splittings may differ by 3O-*»O?6 from the experimental 

ones. Ibis is understandable sinoe the assumed symmetry of 

vertex functions need not be exact. In fact, a detailed com¬ 

parison of the symmetry predictions with the experimentally 

observed pattern of widths reveals systematic spin-flavour 

symmetry breaking. After forming the ratios (experimental am¬ 

plitude) / (corresponding amplitude predicted in 1373) one can 

easily see from Fig.7 that the predictions for the decays into 

Nsr (Z^JP) are generally underestimates (overestimates). 

The actual weighed average is 1.12 (.76) for NJJT 
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This ±o similar to the SU(6) symmetry breaking pattern 
observed for A N X } NMI and AAT* oouplings ( see pre¬ 
vious section). Such a systematic effect in the speotral 
functions is expected to affeot the spectrum through (34). In 
a model explaining the abovo symmetry breaking effect in vor-
tioos the ratio 1.12/.76 = 1.47 would entor squared into the 
mass shift formulas. Below, such effects are introduced in a 
phenomenologioal way as in the previous section. The Po 

model with the scale set by flWuj? = ĄĄ.Ą predicts the 
widths of the D-wave partial decays smaller than the exper¬ 
imental ones by a factor of three. To correct this phonomeno-
logically the weights of the (octet baryon) - (psoudoscalar 
meson) intermediate states (8-P) in (34) are multiplied by 
D1 = 3 (in rof. [37*] there is a corresponding free scale 
parameter). To fit the 10-P decays the 10-P weights in 
(34) are multiplied by D,, = 1.4 (so that 3/1.4 ~ (1.4?)2). 
The weights of the 8-V and 10-V processes are also multi¬ 
plied by 1.4. This is consistent with the experimental data 
on radiative N X decays £373 if the assumption of VMD 
is applied to these processes (j7Ot6?3, Keeping the weights of 
8-V and 10-P loops normalised to NNJ" coupling changes 
the results by few percont only. For the parametor S in 

the value ( .1) has been chosen, Tnus, three parameters 
Dj, Dg, S ) are used to describe the widths as opposed to two 
used by Koniuk and Isgur. The extra parameter measures the 
symmetry breaking evident in Fig.7, The quality of the ob¬ 
tained description of widths may be Judged frora Table 4. In 
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this table the moat important partial decay widths as descri¬ 

bed by the three-parameter model are compared with the expe¬ 

rimental data and the fits of ref. [37]. 

With the weights and spectral functions determined in this way 

from symmetry, phenomenology and experiment, Eq. (3*0 predicts 

the spectrum. The bare mass parameters nr? for strangeness 

5 = 0 , -1 sectors are eliminated by requiring correct physi-

cal mass values for the J = 5/2" N and 2J baryon.a, The 

S (5/2~) and J2(3/2~) masses have been estimated to be 

1910 and 2020 MeV respectively. The remaining; mass values 

and all the mixing angles constitute the predictions. They are 

shown in Figs 8-10. 

The bare nonstrange baryon mass is ru 2^30 MeV, i.e. the 

overall shifts are again of the order of 700 MeV, In Fig.8 

it is seen that, apart from Z^(162O) ( which the Isgur-Karl 

model also failed to predict), the agreement is good. The pre-

diotod mixing angles are smaller than those favoured by the 

analysis of Litchfield, Cashmore and Hey [30]. It might wall 

happen, however, that an admixture of (56,1~) invalidates 

[9»7il the conclusions of £30]. 

In Fig,9 the strangeness S = - 1 sector is presented. 

As in the model of ref. [^9,51] with broken SU(3) symmetry 

one obtains a unitarity-induced splitting of f\£ 5/2~ ) -

in the right direction. In the linearised model it turns out 

0 p that [.70] this splitting is given by ( with 0 p *& 0° ) 
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where g 

and S ^ «* 190 MoV ( % •A. 125M0V) are average splittings 
within the decuplet and octet baryons and the vector mesons. 
Thus, J\ (5/2~) is heavier because, contrary to 2 (5/2") , 
it decouples from the nearby L^ -meson channels and couples 

<— * , 1—1* . instead more strongly to heavier ^>_ (and zz ) Plus moson 
states. Hence O B enters with a positive sign. The ( com¬ 
pensating ) contribution from vector meson splitting has sinal-
lor weight and O B > O y , Therefore the net effect is still 
positive (the remaining terms in CłO) have small weights). 
In this way ^"20 MeV of the splitting A(183O) - £(1775) 
is attributed to hadronio loop effoots. The experimental num¬ 
ber Is rJ 50 MeV. Vithin the Isgur-Karl model C25.26] this 
splitting was explained as the "kinematio" effect due to 
ms - mu mass difference,. This explanation is in qualitative 
agreement with (JfO) slnoe O p, C°gj &Vj raay D e inter¬ 
preted as differonoes of "effective" masses of strango and 
nonstrango quax-ks in baryons (mesons). This unitarity-genor-
atod A C183O) -.2(1775) splitting is present also if the 
Koniuk-Isgur model £.373 for widths is used. The resulting 
splitting is then 30 MeV. If the bare mass of the nonstrange 
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constituent quark la defined as one third of the nonstrange 
(ground-state) baryon bare mass, the ratio of bare masses 
m /m° is much nearer to 1 than a similar ratio involving u s 
oanonioal constituent quark masses. (The scale of the ground-
-state baryon magnetic moments is provided by the vector meson 
physioal mass £67]) . Recall here also that - apart from 
leading to substantial mass shifts - unitarity effeots enhance 
the effective m - m mass difference. Thus, the bare 
/\(5/2~) - 2(5/2") "kinematic" mass splitting could be 
much smaller in accordance with our assumption of ( approxi¬ 
mately ) degenerate bare states of strangeness S = - 1. 

The j\{ 3/2") sector is well reproduced with masses and 
mixing angles olose to both their experimental values and the 
predictions of j[26l. The third (unseen) £\ (3/2~) state is a 
heavy C " 1820 MeV ) and almost pure ^9. state. 

In the 2.{3/Z") sector the mass and the dominance of the 
2 8 component for the lightest state are correctly predicted. 
As in [263 * h e remaining two 2 (3/2") states are predioted 
to be nearly degenerate at ^1810 MeV. Mixing of these states 
is not shown in Fig.9 sinoe it depends on fine details of the 
model. 

The lightest A w 2 " ) state is obtained at 1*ł80 MeV down 
by r>> hO MeV from the lightest J\ (3/2"), This is the result 
of a strong S-wavo coupling of .A0/2") to octet baryon-
-pseudosoalar moaon channels. Although this splitting is in the 
right directiont it is still too small. The masses of the 
remaining two J\ (.1/2; states are predicted oorreotly. Also 
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the obtained mixing angles are the same sign (though slightly 
smaller) as tho ones calculated In [26], The experimental 
situation is not clear [93* No dofinito conclusions from the 
comparison of model predictions with tho data can be drawn for 
the 21 (i/2~) aoctor. 

In Fie 10 the results for tho S = -2 and S = -3 
sectors ore presented. 
On the whole hadronic loop effects generate for tho (70,1~) 
multiplet of boryons a pattern of splittings and mixings which 
is remarkably similar to that of [2'ł-27] . 

Hie loast reliable prediction of the presented model is 
that for tho overall sea.1© of hadronic loop effects which is 
related to tho uncertainty in the spectral funcWas* Still, 
it is oxpectod that hadronic loop contributo ćÔ i - fiOJÓ of 
the overall splittings with the remaining ~ 30/b due to jjluon 
exchange. This view is consistent with tho experimentally 
observed stnallness of the spin-orbit interactions and with tho 
independent estimator of 0(5 ~ .2 - .3 [70], Such a small 
(compare with (to)) value of oC 5 is also wolcoma from tho 
theoretical point of view since the restriction to ono fjluon 
exchange is then better justified. 
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II.3. Perspectives 

The size of hadronlo loop effects in the up-to-now phe-

nomenologically most successful model of Tsgur, Karl and 

Koniuk [2k-Z7t 37, 38] is so large that several interesting 

problems are raised. Among them the Question of the moaning 

of the "constituent" quark mass is presumably the first one 

an outsider would ask. The e have been several attempts to re¬ 

late the "constituent" quark masses as determined from baryon 

magnetic moments to the "constituent" quark masses needed to 

describe the spectrum of hadrons. Vithin speoifie models such 

a relationship can be given [.193 i L?23» t21] a n d ( after the 

neglect of hadronio loops) some arguments were presented E22J 

why in the two oases similar values of masses should be used. 

However, the very size of unitarity effects could easily upset 

the relation between baryon masses and the scale of quark mag¬ 

netic moments derived when hadronio loops aro neglected. 

Within the SU(6)„ symmetric model for baryon vertices sup¬ 

plied with the VMD assumption the scale of baryon magnetic 

moments is given by the vector meson physical mass my £.673• 

Thus, the question is why j-r (= —^by 1.67J j ia equal to 

or in other words, why "o/my — 3/2. Some answers to 

this question in the context of QCD have been recently 

given £733 *>y Nussinov and Weingarten. The hadronic loops 

have been, however, totally neglected in£73], "Clearly, the 

unitarity effects must somehow conspire to preserve the equa¬ 

lity under consideration. The reason for this is not clear at 



present, however, Another problem is raised fry the apparent 

breaking of the SU(6) and SU(3) symmetries in vertioes. 

Ve hpve seen that the SU(6)_ vertex symmetry is strongly 

broken both for vertioes involving only ground-state baryons 

(o.f. experimental estimates of ^Afl" relative to NA/JT 

and &NT 166]) and for P-wave baryon deoayo ( Fig.7) . 

In this paper such effects have been dealt with through the 

introduction of additional parameters. Clearly, it would be 

•vexry Interesting to estimate them in a way similar to that 

used here for two-point funotions. For the purposes of our 

present study the exact SU(3) vertex symmetry was assumed. In 

faot, however, significant SU(3) breaking effeots have also 

been observed £12,7^1, The most precise data ooncorning suoh 

effects are those on baryon magnetio moments. Their oareful 

analysis ( Idpkin L68,69jj —when supplied with the VMD as¬ 

sumption -indioates that SV(3) vertex symmetry is broken in a 

peculiar nonadditive way, Xt is tempting to attribute such 

nonadditivities to hadronio loop effeots. Next, the hadronic 

loop effeots in the meson seotor should be reoonsidered. In 

partioular the question of how the SU(6) symmetry breaking 

starts there must be thoroughly investigated. The appearance 

of approximately masaless pions should be attained through an 

explioit implementation of ohiral symmetry. Also, the relia¬ 

bility of the results within that seotor should be enhanced. 

Furthermore, the question of the influence of heavier inter¬ 

mediate states oomposed of several both exoited and unexoited 

mesons and baryons must be addressed. 
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At present due to ( among other things ) unknown character of 

vertex symmetry breaking In such processes - their contribution 

cannot be estimated in a reliable way. Thus, the enormous ooni-

putational expense needed in such calculations cannot bo justi¬ 

fied. This was also the reason why the inclusion of suoh inter¬ 

mediate, states was not attempted in the study of P-wave ba-

ryons. The experimentally observed pattern of vertex symmetry 

breaking suggests that the contribution of heavier intermediate 

states is suppressed. One can hope therefore that the results 

of Section II.2.k, will not be muoh affected by the intro¬ 

duction of additional thresholds. The increasing computational 

complexity of the evaluations of such effects dearly requires 

the development of some approximate way of taking them into 

account. Still, it is expected that heavier intermediate states 

will contribute to the symmetry breaking pattern in the speo-

trum in a way similar to that due to the ground-state mesons 

and baryons. 

Finally, it would be very interesting to include gluon-

-exchange induced splitting in the bare hadron spectrum. Suoh 

an explicit small gluon exohange contribution may be expected 

to work as a driving force splitting otherwise degenerate 

pseudoscalar and vector mesons. Through hadronic loop effects 

thia splitting could then be enhanced to its observed value. 



Conclusions 

In this paper the results of recent thorough studies of 

the influenoe of hadronlo loop effeots on the spectrum of ba-

ryons have been presented. These results were placed In the 

oontext of the best known QCD-inspired models of de Rujula, 

Georgi and Glashow and of Isgur and Karl. It was demonstrated 

that hadronlo loops very likely provide the dominant contri¬ 

bution to the splitting and mixing pattern of the ground-state 

and P-wave baryons. This dominance of unitarity effeots is 

expected to hold as long as the hadron radius is less than 

about ,7 - .8 fm. On the other hand, preoisely this value 

seems to be the upper limit allowed by the compatibility of 

the quark model of baryons vith olassioal nuclear physics. 

Vlthin the Isgur-Karl model of baryons supplied with Koniuk-

-Xsgur decay model the dominance of hadronio loop effeots is a 

faot - the unitarity induced contribution provides over « 2/3 

of the observed splittings. This result allows for a signifi¬ 

cantly smaller value of the QCD coupling constant OC . 

The approximation of the porturbativo QCD effeots by a single 

gluon exchange Is then better Justified. Also, the experimen¬ 

tally observed suppression of the spin-orbit foroe - resulting 

from gluon exchange and totally neglected in the model of 

Isgur and Karl - finds a more reasonable explanation. The 

results presented in this paper demonstrate that the observed 

pattern of splitting and mixing among baryons does not oonsti-

tute a speoifio signature of the single gluon exchange me-
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ohanlsm. 

The crucial ingredient ensuring the sucoess of the cal¬ 

culations reported here is the consideration of a complete set 

of SU(6)-related virtual two-partiole intermediate states. In 

this way, the old successful SU(6) relations such as the 

Gell-Mann-Okubo formula for the octet, the equal spaoing rule 

for the doouplet and the SU(6) relation £ — £ — a. ~ CZ* 

are shown not to be violated by hadronio loop effoots. This 

completeness of the set of intermediate states results also in 

sum rules vhioh assure no unitarity-induced baryon mass split¬ 

ting if the pseudoscalar and vector mesons ( exchanged between 

baryon quarks ) are put degenerate. Due to this sum rule, the 

pseudosoalar contribution may be interpreted as minus the vec¬ 

tor meson contribution. Not unexpectedly, it leads therefore 

to precisely the same pattern of ground-state baryon Mass 

splittings as that obtained from the gluon exchange mechanism. 

In fact, in the first-order approximation we were able to de¬ 

rive the formula for the \£ / \ ) / ( Z J ~ N ) ratio of mass 

splittings which is identical to that given by de Rujula, 

Georgi and G.lashow. Contributions from further complete sets 

of heavier intermediate states are expected to follow the 

same pattern as that due to the set of ground-state baryons 

and mesons. 
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Table oaptlons 

Tabl« 1. Relative weights with which different SU(6)-re¬ 

lated thresholds enter the unitarity loop contri¬ 

bution of Fig, 4 for al.T. members of the ground-

-•tate baryon multiplot 56 of SU(6). The sine 

( oosine) of the mixing angle 0p are denoted by 

S(C) (see also Appendix C). B y !• put equal to 

35.2* 

Table 2. Description of the A 10 

~ 1.5 and k cutoff 

•*• Bg + X deoays with 

,6«» GeV. 

Table 3. Relative weights with whioh different SU(6)-re¬ 

lated thresholds enter the unitarity loop contri¬ 

bution of Pig.4 for nonstrange menbers of the 

(70,1~) multiplet. The ideal mixing for vector 

mesons ( 6 y = 35.2°) and the "perfect Mixing" 

for pseudosoalars (̂ "ra5.Gp- — -=. \ are assumed. 

Table k. Comparison of the adopted three-parameter descrip¬ 

tion of partial widths with that of rett [37] and 

the experimental data for the most important 

deoays. 



Appendix 

A< In the standard (symmetrio) quark model of baryons 

one uses two internal relative coordinates 5 and A 

5- & (vi-2*3) 

which constitute the basis of the two-dimensional mixed 

representation of the symmetric group S_. 

2 2 
Parameters R,., R_ are Introduced through harmonio 

oscillator wave functions: 

(1) for ground-state mesons 

3/ 

(A.2) 

r 
12) for ground-state and P-wave baryons 



with ,£,2 __ J_ 

If the third quark is taken to be strange (such a simpli¬ 
fied v.f. leads to identical results as the fully symmetrised 
w,f. ) the two harmonio oscillators £> and ~\ (obtained 
after the separation of the centre-of-mass motion in (7)) have 
different eigenfrequencies 

Udcs = CO 

— +• Ą 

whioh leads to the "kinematio" mixing of Isgxir and Karl. 
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B, In the ^"-decay model tho newly oreated qq pair 

is in a flavour singlet, spin triplet, P-wave state. Due 

to ovorall permutation symmetry it is enough to oonsider 

decays in whioh the third quark from tho initial baryon 

goes into the final meson (see Fig. 5). Then, one hna to 

calculate the overlap of initial ( A, qq-pair ) and final 

(B, M ) states, The momentum-space part of this overlap is 

proportional to: 

rv —, 

where ^co} ̂ P and Y^m' n r e Foxirior transforms of (A2-A3) 

and "Vj. (k^-K'f) describee the P0-pair. After performing 

tho integrations in ( B1) one obtains a universal Gaussian 

fornf actor exp(- - k ^ u t o f f ) w i t h kcutoff ffiVon b y 

(29), times a term depending on tho considered partial 

vavo L (compare 13a-e, 30, 35a,b) 

Recouplins from the initial to final spin-flavour wave 

functions and appropriate contractions with m, m' indioes 

from (B1 ) lead (after squaring the amplitudes and tedious 

calculations ) to complicated expressions for weights 

j / in [3k) or (15). These weights aro in 

general superpositions of products of ti) flavour fac-
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tors, 

(ii) factors related to Clebsoh-Gordan coefficients of the 

symmetrio group 

(iii) spin-angular momentum faotors whioh themselves oontain 

products of 9 - J &nd 6 - j symbols (see Appendix 

of ref.L7OJ for a formula relevant for the P-wave ba-

ryons) . For the ground state baryons suoh sums oan be 

quite easily performed leading to formulas given in part 

C of this Appendix, 
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C. The ooupling-eonatant faotors G(A; B, M ) of (32) 

are explicitly given by(the subscript of A, B denotes 

its SU(3) assignoment, P(V) stands for paeudosoalar 

(veotor) meson)t 
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In (C.i) the following notation has been introduced 

(C.2) 

where fi^ A P a r e t n e standard 3 x 3 meson and baryon 
matrices explicitly given by 

X VI 
"a 
i? O 

W 

(and aiinllarlr My for V 

M = 7 
A O 0 

0 4 0 

o 0 -2 

4 0 0 
0 4 0 
0 0 -2. V? -I-

A 
0 

0 

A 

0 

0 

0 
Ą 

0 

0 
A 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 
A 

(c.3) 
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(and similarly with ©V 

In (c.3 a,d ) it is voiderstood that for the matrix Mp 

(My, B ) to correspond to a given particle the symbol of this 

particle should be replaced by 1 and the remaining partlole 

symbols by 0. 

The decuplet baryons are described in (C.t) by SU(3)-tensors 

A. 

(C4) 



with the aante convention for the meaning of partiolo symbols 

aa for matrices Mp(My, B ) . Finally 

"A 

3 

for C ̂  L1 = k 

-f<rr i>| 
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Figur* captions 

Fig, 1, Comparison or the observed and predicted by XIC £263 

spectrum of P-wave S = 0 baryons. Shaded regions 

correspond the estimates based on PDG tables [32] 

and [9] . The "experimental" composition or states 

(below the bar Indicating the IK prediction) is 

takem from [3 O - 9]. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the observed ond predicted by IK [Z6J 

spectrum of P-wave S a -1 baryons. 

and 5 (.apart from tho 

phase-space factor k.,/fs* ) in various models: 

a) from Eqa (13) or from ^PQ-type model (for typical 

parameter values), 

b) ^ as actually uaed by Koniuk and Ia^ur In ref. 

[37], 

c) § as given by (35c) and used in [70]. 

Fig. k. The unitority loop diagram under consideration. 

Fig. 5. Baryon decay in the JP0-model. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the experimental and best-fit ground-

-state baryon mass spectrum. 

Fig. 7. Ratios between the experimental and theoretical ampli¬ 

tudes computed using the model of ref.j37j for the 



decay* of nonstrange members of (70,1") into octet 

(olroles) and deouplet (triangles) nonstrange 

ground—state baryon and a pseudosoalar meson. 

Fig. 8, Comparison of the observed and predicted spectrum 

of P-wave S s 0 baryono. Shaded regions corres¬ 

pond to estimates from PDO tables [323 and ref. 

[9j. Die "experimental" composition of states 

(always below the bar indicating the model predic¬ 

tion ) is taken from [ 30,93.» 

Fig, 9. Comparison of the observed and predicted apeotrua 

of P-vare S s -1 baryons. 

Pig. 10, Comparison of the observed and predioted speotrua 

of P-wav* . S s .2, -J baryons. 
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